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An overview of research on laser-plasma based acceleration of ions is given. The ex-
perimental state of the art is summarized and recent progress is discussed. The basic
acceleration processes are briefly reviewed with an outlook on hybrid mechanisms and
novel concepts. Finally, we put focus on the development of engineered targets for en-
hanced acceleration and of all-optical methods for beam post-acceleration and control.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of intense multi–MeV proton emis-
sion from solid targets irradiated at ultra-high intensi-
ties in three independent experiments (Clark et al., 2000;
Maksimchuk et al., 2000; Snavely et al., 2000) performed
in the year 2000 promptly boosted a great research effort
on laser-driven (or laser-plasma) ion accelerators. Such
research has been oriented to several foreseen applica-
tions in nuclear fusion, medicine and high energy density
∗ andrea.macchi@ino.cnr.it; http://www.andreamacchi.eu
science. Moreover, it has represented a major motiva-
tion for the development of laser systems with increasing
peak power, towards the multi-petawatt (PW) frontier
(Danson et al., 2015).
Fig.1 shows a very schematic representation of the ex-
perimental scenario: a high intensity laser pulse is fo-
cused on one side of the target (commonly referred to as
the “front” side) and a bunch of energetic protons1 (or
heavier ions) is detected on the opposite (“rear”) side.
The “black box” in Fig.1 conceals a complex accelera-
tion physics, involving several possible mechanisms.
This article aims to give a concise overview on the
motivations, principles, state-of-the-art, physics and per-
spectives of laser-driven ion acceleration. The goal is
to provide an introduction to this field accessible to the
non-specialist reader and to summarize major achieve-
ments and most recent developments. More complete
and detailed presentations may be found in several re-
view papers both by the present author and cowork-
ers (Borghesi and Macchi, 2016; Macchi et al., 2013a,b)
and by others (Daido et al., 2012; Ferna´ndez et al., 2014;
Schreiber et al., 2016).
A. Properties of Laser-Accelerated Protons
The reason for a sudden, enormous interest in laser-
accelerated protons has been in their foreseen use in
several applications. Common to these latter is the
exploitation of the strongly localized energy deposition
1 Proton emission was also observed using targets with no hydro-
gen in their chemical compositions (e.g. metallic targets). This
is because hydrogen-containing impurities (water, hydrocarbons)
are typically present on the target surface.
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FIG. 1 Schematic rappresentation of laser-driven (or laser-
plasma) acceleration of ions, showing the essential elements:
the laser pulse, the target, and the ion beam (charge-
neutralized by comoving electrons). All the physics which
leads to conversion of the energy and momentum of the laser
pulse into energy and momentum of the ions is concealed in
the central “black box”.
(the Bragg peak) of high energy ions (Knoll, 2010;
Ziegler et al., 2008) combined with the unique proper-
ties which were apparent in the early experiments with
intense lasers. Such properties include high laser-to-
proton energy conversion efficiency (> 10% estimated for
a petawatt driver (Snavely et al., 2000)) resulting in up
to a few tens of joules total energy of the protons; the
very large number of protons per shot (up to ∼ 1013);
the proton collimation within a typical cone angle of
few tens of degrees; the focusability of the protons by
a simple shaping of the target rear surface; the very low
emittance2 (down to ∼ 10−3 mm mrad (Cowan et al.,
2004; Nuernberg et al., 2009)); the inferred ultrashort
duration in the ps (10−12 s) regime. In addition, the
protons are accompanied by a co-moving electron cloud,
which ensures charge neutralization and prevents the pro-
ton bunch from exploding due to electrostatic repulsion
(“Coulomb explosion”), so that one could even consider
this to be a quasi-neutral “plasma bunch”.
Some of the differences with the protons delivered by
standard accelerators (such as the compact cyclotrons,
synchrotrons and linacs used in medical physics or other
applications) appear to be very remarkable. The acceler-
ating gradient, i.e. the typical value of the electric field
on ions, is of the order of MV/µm which is some four
orders of magnitude greater than the value in a linac (up
to 100 MV/m). A pulse duration in the picosecond range
is at least some three orders of magnitude shorter than
2 The emittance needs to be properly defined and measured for
non-monoenergetic beams (Nuernberg et al., 2009).
what is achievable with standard accelerators, which are
in the range between ns and µs. Combined with the
high number of particles per bunch, this yields a peak
current of several kA (or even higher), which may be
compared with the mA steady current in a cyclotron.
Finally, the transverse emittance is typically three or-
ders of magnitude lower than the typical value in a linac
(∼ 1 mm mrad), and the longitudinal emittance is very
low as well.
The above mentioned properties make laser-
accelerated protons highly promising for any application
requiring an extremely localized (both in space and
time) energy deposition in dense matter. The first
observations were promptly followed by the proposal
of using laser-accelerated protons to create a hot
spot in an Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) target
(Atzeni et al., 2002; Roth et al., 2001; Ruhl et al.,
2001), thus providing an alternative ignitor for the
fast ignition concept (Tabak et al., 1994) in ICF. Soon
after, laser-accelerated protons were proposed for on-
cological ion beam therapy (IBT) as a possibly more
compact and cheaper option than that using conven-
tional accelerators (Bulanov and Khoroshkov, 2002;
Bulanov et al., 2002; Fourkal et al., 2003; Malka et al.,
2004). As another medical application, production of
short-lived radioisotopes was also proposed and pre-
liminary investigations were performed (Fritzler et al.,
2003; Ledingham et al., 2003; Nemoto et al., 2001;
Santala et al., 2001; Spencer et al., 2001).
The low emittance favored the application of
laser-accelerated protons for radiography and imaging
(Borghesi et al., 2004; Cobble et al., 2002; Roth et al.,
2002). In particular, the broad energy spectrum com-
bined with the short duration of the proton bunch has
enabled the development of single-shot detection of elec-
tromagnetic fields in laser-plasma interaction phenom-
ena with picosecond temporal resolution (Borghesi et al.,
2002; Mackinnon et al., 2004). This innovative applica-
tion has yielded much valuable information on the non-
linear dynamics of plasmas, including the proton accel-
eration mechanism itself (Romagnani et al., 2005).
B. Principles of Ion Acceleration
The special properties of laser-accelerated proton
bunches have their roots in the coherent (in the sense of
collective or cooperative) nature of the acceleration pro-
cess, which is basically different from conventional tech-
nologies. The coherent acceleration paradigm was out-
lined by Veksler (1957), before the invention of the laser.
Key features of this paradigm include: 1) the accelerat-
ing field on each particle is proportional to the number of
accelerated particles (the larger their number, the higher
the kinetic energy of the single particle); 2) the field is
localized in space and synchronized in time with the ac-
3celerated particles; 3) eventually the acceleration process
produces globally charge-neutralized bunches. These lat-
ter three features are realized in the acceleration of ions
occuring via the interaction with sufficiently dense tar-
gets, i.e. in laser-plasma acceleration.
While collective plasma dynamics is the basis of the
unique properties and potential applications of laser-
accelerated ion bunches, its complex nonlinearity poses
great challenges of control, stability, and modeling with
respect to traditional approaches. The basic acceleration
mechanism underlying most of the experiments reported
so far, commonly named Target Normal Sheath Accel-
eration (TNSA), has reached a good level of reliability
and robustness, and provides a framework for further de-
velopments such as “all-optical” (i.e. laser-controlled)
bunch control and post-acceleration. However, foreseen
applications have stringent requirements on properties
such as the energy per particle, the spectral distribution,
and the suitability for high-repetition rate operation, as
well as others. The parameters and characteristics of
laser-accelerated protons have still to reach such require-
ments, and it is still uncertain whether the availability
of multi-PW lasers in the next few years combined with
developments of innovative targets will be sufficient for
such aims, at least for what concerns TNSA-based ap-
proaches. This issue has stimulated the proposal of al-
ternative schemes, such as e.g. Radiation Pressure Accel-
eration (RPA) or Collisionless Shock Acceleration (CSA)
whose investigation is still relatively preliminary com-
pared to that for TNSA. The physics of such mechanisms
will be discussed in sec.III.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Reporting on the state-of-the-art in laser-driven ion ac-
celeration is not straightforward for several reasons. For
instance, progress has been achieved on several proper-
ties (e.g. the maximum proton energy, the conversion
efficiency, the spectral width . . . ) but in different experi-
ments and, in most cases, for different acceleration mech-
anisms (section III). Moreover, the experimental charac-
terization of laser-driven ion bunches is not easy. Es-
tablished methods and instruments have required mod-
ifications and adaption, and new diagnostic techniques
have been developed (for reviews see, e.g., Bolton et al.
(2014) and section II.E of Macchi et al. (2013a)). While
such effort has allowed a study of laser-driven ion accel-
eration over a wide range of laser parameters (intensity,
energy, duration, polarization, . . . ), not all the relevant
properties of the accelerated ions are usually measured
in a single experiment. In addition, a precise control
of the experimental conditions is also challenging with
high-power lasers, and this may account for variations
observed between experiments performed in conditions
which would seem similar at a first glance. A likely con-
sequence of these issues is that the scaling of the most
important characteristics (such as the energy per parti-
cle) with laser and target parameters is still unclear to a
large extent, despite the large number of investigations
performed. The reader should keep in mind these issues
and remarks in the following description of experimental
achievements.
Most of the experiments performed so far have dealt
with the acceleration of protons from solid targets. In
the literature, progress in the field has been mostly mon-
itored and claimed on the basis of the maximum proton
energy observed, since for instance reaching the energy
window for IBT applications (60–250MeV, where at least
150 MeV is required for deeply seated tumours) has been
considered to be a major goal. The energy spectra of pro-
tons are typically broad and in most-cases exponential-
like, and the maximum energy corresponds to the upper
cut-off in such spectra. However, the observed cut-off in
the spectrum may depend on the sensitivity of the de-
tector used and on the level of background noise, so that
it is not always clear how precisely a maximum energy
can be measured, and to what extent the value is affected
by diagnostic factors. A comparison of absolute differen-
tial spectra, obtained with calibrated detectors yielding
the number of particles per energy interval, can be (when
such spectra are available) less prone to diagnostic factors
and thus give a safer indicator of the acceleration perfor-
mance. Moreover, the number of protons per energy slice
(and possibly per opening angle) is an important param-
eter for foreseen applications which require a sufficient
particle flux in addition to a given energy range.
A. Progress in Proton Energy Enhancement
Figure 2 shows a comparison of calibrated spectra from
three experiments (Gaillard et al., 2011; Snavely et al.,
2000; Wagner et al., 2016) which established new world
records for the cut-off energy at the time of the pub-
lication of the results in the period between 2000 and
2016. All these three experiments were performed with
“large” laser systems, delivering several tens of joules
onto a solid target, with a typical pulse duration of
several hundreds of femtoseconds. The facilities where
the experiments were performed and the corresponding
reported values of the energy “on target” (i.e. con-
tained into the focal spot) and the pulse duration were,
respectively, the petawatt system at Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory (LLNL) in the year 2000
(150 J, 500 fs) (Snavely et al., 2000), the TRIDENT laser
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in 2011
(39±7 J, 670±130 fs) (Gaillard et al., 2011), and the
PHELIX laser at GSI Helmholtzzentrum fuer Schweri-
onenforschung Darmstadt in 2016 (48-60 J, 500-800 fs)
(Wagner et al., 2016). The corresponding values of the
conversion efficiency of laser energy into proton energy
4FIG. 2 Proton energy spectra from the three experiments
reporting new world records in the cut-off energy from
2000 to 2016: data were taken from Snavely et al. (2000),
Gaillard et al. (2011) and Wagner et al. (2016). For the
experiment of Gaillard et al. (2011) the record energy was
achieved using specially shaped “cone” targets; the spectrum
obtained with standard “flat” targets is reported for compar-
ison. See text for parameters and details.
were 12% (LLNL) obtained integrating the proton spec-
trum for energies >10 MeV, 1.75% (LANL) and 7%±3%
(GSI) both for proton energies > 4 MeV. The LLNL and
GSI data were both obtained with plastic targets (CH
and CH2, respectively) but with very different values of
the target thickness (100 µm and 0.9 µm, respectively).
The LANL data were obtained with copper (Cu) targets
with 10 µm thickness, and the highest energies were ob-
tained with special targets where the laser was focused
into a microcone placed at the front side (i.e. the tar-
get side exposed to the laser irradiation), obtaining an
increase to 67.5 MeV as compared to 50 MeV from flat
targets (see Fig. 2).
Comparing the spectra from the three experiments
in Fig. 2 suggests that the cut-off increase obtained at
LANL with respect to LLNL data may be effectively due
to an increased sensitivity of the detector, since the num-
ber of protons at the cut-off is smaller by about two or-
ders of magnitude. However, it is remarkable that the
cone targets yield similar proton energies with much less
laser energy. The reduction of the target thickness in
the GSI experiment appears to produce a substantial
progress with respect to the LLNL data (also at consider-
ably less energy), since the energy cut-off is increased by
nearly 30 MeV at almost the same number of particles.
The above analysis also indicates that the cut-off en-
ergy, apart from the difficulties related to its definition
and measurement, is not the only parameter by which the
performance of ion acceleration should be measured: an
increase of only 30 MeV over 16 years might appear as a
slow progress, but one should consider that, while the full
energy available with large systems delivering picosecond
pulses has not increased during this time period, signifi-
cantly less energy has been used to obtain similar or even
higher proton energies.
One may also argue that the large systems, producing
hundreds of Joule pulses, used for the experiments re-
ported in Fig.2 are far from being compact and generally
unsuitable for high repetition rate operation, which is a
key requirement for most applications. For this reason,
it is of interest to evaluate the progress obtained with
“smaller” laser systems which may operate at 10−103 Hz
rate and typically have a pulse duration of a few tens of
fs and an available energy <∼10 J.
B. Proton energy scaling with short-pulse drivers
In reviewing data obtained with smaller short-pulse
systems we also select experiments where a calibrated
energy spectrum is available. In addition, as an addi-
tional criterion we consider only experiments using “high-
contrast” pulses. High power laser systems typically do
not produce “clean”, isolated short pulses; indeed, the
“main” pulse of sub-picosecond duration is preceded by
other pulses of the same duration and lower power, a few
nanoseconds “pedestal” pulse, and another pedestal of pi-
cosecond duration produced by imperfect recompression
of the main pulse. When aiming at the highest intensity
of the main short pulse, the prepulses may be already
intense enough to cause ionization and heating in the
target, producing a “preplasma” at the interaction sur-
face. A controlled short-pulse interaction requires pulses
with a sufficiently high “contrast” ratio between the in-
tensities of the main pulse and the prepulse(s) must be
high enough to prevent target damage and preplasma
formation, to which the laser-plasma coupling is highly
sensitive. In recent years the development of optical de-
vices such as the plasma mirror (Dromey et al., 2004;
Thaury et al., 2007) made possible achieving pulse con-
trast values of 1010 (typically measured a few ps before
the short fs pulse) and beyond. This means that even at
the highest short pulse intensities ∼ 1021 W cm−2 avail-
able today, the prepulse intensity is ∼ 1011 W cm−2,
which is under the ionization threshold of most target
materials (von der Linde and Schu¨ler, 1996). It is worth
noting, however, that our choice to consider high-contrast
experiments is only to have similar interaction conditions,
and it does not imply that high contrast always favors the
enhancement of the proton energy or other properties.
The selected experiments were performed in differ-
ent laboratories using laser systems of different nom-
inal power, i.e. the 3 TW laser at I3M Valencia
(Seimetz et al., 2016), the LLC 30 TW laser in Lund
(Neely et al., 2006), the DRACO 150 TW laser at
HZDR Dresden (Zeil et al., 2010, 2012, 2014), the LiFSA
100 TW (Choi et al., 2011; Margarone et al., 2012) and
PULSER 1 PW (Kim et al., 2013; Margarone et al.,
52015; Passoni et al., 2016) lasers at GIST Gwangju,
the JKAREN 200 TW laser at JAEA/KPSI Kyoto
(Ogura et al., 2012), and the GEMINI 200 TW laser
at RAL (Green et al., 2014). The corresponding ranges
of pulse duration (τL) and intensity on target (IL) are
25 − 40 fs and 4 × 1018 − 2 × 1021 W cm−2. In order
to reduce possible uncertainties due to different optical
transport and focusing systems, for each experiment the
energy on target, contained within the full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the intensity distribution in the
focal spot has been considered. The targets have differ-
ent thicknesses in the range 0.01 − 4.0 µm. To simplify
the analysis, we only consider the higher energy tail of
each experimental spectrum, which we found to be sat-
isfactorily approximated by a simple exponential func-
tion Np(E) = Np0 exp(−E/Tp) with E ≤ Eco, the cut-off
energy. The “temperature” Tp is a parameter giving in-
formation on the mean proton energy and the spectral
roll-off with increasing E .
Fig.3 shows that the results of Kim et al. (2013) and
Ogura et al. (2012) are at variance with other experi-
ments for what concerns the proton spectral density Np,
the cut–off energy Eco and the “temperature” Tp (out of
scale in the plot). The rest of the data show an increas-
ing trend for these parameters as a function of the energy
on target UL, with an apparent almost linear scaling of
Eco = kUL with k ≃ 8.6 MeV/J. Such linear scaling is
similar to that proposed by Zeil et al. (2010) on the ba-
sis of a parametric investigation with the DRACO laser
and extends the latter to higher values of the pulse en-
ergy. The linear scaling is different from, and more favor-
able than the intensity dependence Eco ∼ I
1/2
L which has
been inferred in previous reviews from data obtained us-
ing short pulse lasers (Borghesi et al., 2008; Daido et al.,
2012; Fuchs et al., 2006; Kiefer et al., 2013). Also Tp
shows a scaling which is almost linear with the energy
in the focal spot. It is worth stressing that, although
previous reviews of energy scaling vs. laser intensity or
energy use a larger set of data than in Fig.3, the scat-
ter with respect to the proposed scalings appear to be
larger than for the data selected in Fig.3 (also note that,
unlike Fig.3 b), data are most often represented on a log-
arithmic scale). The residual data scatter in Fig.3 may
be ascribed to the variation of other parameters (laser
pulse duration, target thickness and material, incidence
angle, . . . ). The scaling of proton energy with such pa-
rameters is less clear and is not discussed here. Some
comments on the “anomalous” data in Fig.3 (Kim et al.,
2013; Ogura et al., 2012) will be given at the end of sec-
tion V, on the basis of the discussion of the acceleration
mechanism in sec.III.
C. Progress in Ion Bunch Properties
The experimental effort for characterization and opti-
mization of ion bunch properties different from the max-
imum energy per particle has been less extended and
systematic. It is worth noting that optimization of the
bunch properties needs to be guided by an understanding
of the acceleration process. This is particularly needed
for aims such as obtaining a narrow energy spectrum,
which is qualitatively different from the data shown in
the preceding sections. Progress on this side has been
mostly obtained via the engineering of target structure
and chemical composition (see e.g. Hegelich et al. (2006);
Pfotenhauer et al. (2008); Schwoerer et al. (2006)) or via
the exploration of advanced acceleration mechanisms
(see e.g. Haberberger et al. (2012); Kar et al. (2012);
Palaniyappan et al. (2015); Palmer et al. (2011)). In
most of these cases the results are either preliminary or
need further confirmation. For instance a spectral width
as low as 1% has been measured using CO2 lasers and
gas jet targets (Haberberger et al., 2012) but the results
are at variance with others obtained in apparently similar
conditions (see sec.III.D). Perspectives will be discussed
in sec.V after the acceleration physics has been discussed.
For the case of broad energy spectra which are ob-
served in most experiments, the bunch properties may
be only defined with reference to a given energy range.
Here we only mention recent progress related to charac-
terization and optimization of selected properties such as
ion bunch duration and conversion efficiency. More com-
plete lists of achieved values can be found in the review
papers cited in sec.I.
One of the most peculiar (possibly unique) proper-
ties is the ultrashort duration of the ion bunch. In
early experiments, a picosecond duration at the source
has been inferred and roughly estimated from the analy-
sis of proton probing experiments (Borghesi et al., 2002;
Mackinnon et al., 2004). However, until recently no di-
rect measurements were reported. Of course the mea-
surement of bunch duration must be associated not only
to a well-defined energy band but also to a value of the
distance from the source, since velocity dispersion will
cause the bunch duration to increase along the propa-
gation path. In recent experiments with the TARANIS
laser (∼ 600 fs pulse duration) at the Queen’s Univer-
sity of Belfast, the bunch duration has been measured
via observations of proton-generated ionization in SiO2
(Dromey et al., 2016). For a bunch of protons with en-
ergy of 10± 0.5 MeV, the effective duration measured in
a SiO2 sample at a distance of ∼ 5 mm was 3.5± 0.7 ps.
This value opens up perspectives for ultrafast studies of
ion-induced damage and energy deposition in dense mat-
ter. It might be possible to generate even shorter ion
bunches by employing a laser driver with few tens of fs
duration and specifically tailored bunch modulators.
The ∼ 12% conversion efficiency of laser energy into
6FIG. 3 Frame a): proton energy spectra from experiments using high contrast, sub-100 fs, sub-10 J laser pulses and thin
solid targets, shown as simple exponential interpolations (dashed lines) Np(E) = Np0 exp(−E/Tp) (with E ≤ Eco, the cut-off
energy) of the high-energy tail of experimentally measured spectra. Frame b): the parameters Eco (top) and Tp (bottom) as a
function of the laser pulse energy in the focal spot. Data are from Choi et al. (2011); Green et al. (2014); Kim et al. (2013);
Margarone et al. (2012, 2015); Neely et al. (2006); Ogura et al. (2012); Passoni et al. (2016); Seimetz et al. (2016); Zeil et al.
(2010, 2012, 2014) as indicated in the text. Empty and filled symbols are for intensities in the IL = (0.4 − 5) × 10
19 W cm−2
and IL = (0.8− 2)× 10
21 W cm−2 ranges, respectively. The pulse durations are in the τL = (25− 40) fs range. All the targets
are planar foils of various thickness (in the 0.05 − 4.0 µm range).
protons in the 10-58 MeV range observed at LLNL
in 2000 (Snavely et al., 2000) has been an even more
long-lasting record than the cut-off energy. An exper-
iment performed on VULCAN in 2014 (Brenner et al.,
2014) has obtained a ∼ 15% efficiency for protons in
the 3-30 MeV energy range. In order to optimize the
acceleration process the experiment used a controlled
short prepulse which was shown in previous experiments
to enhance the cut-off energy and conversion efficiency
(Markey et al., 2010) and to produce modulations in the
energy spectrum (Dollar et al., 2011). These experi-
ments provide an example of all-optical techniques for
manipulation and optimization of proton acceleration,
which will be discussed in sec.IV.B.
III. ION ACCELERATION PHYSICS
The present section is devoted to a basic description
of laser-plasma interactions at high intensities and of the
main ion acceleration mechanisms3, whose understanding
is essential for developments of laser-driven ion sources.
For each mechanism, most significant experimental con-
firmations are also mentioned.
3 A more detailed tutorial introduction to the acceleration physics
at a (mild) postgraduate level can be found in Chap.5 of the
author’s textbook (Macchi, 2013).
A. Laser-Plasma Interaction Scenario
In the interaction regimes of relevance to the present
context, the laser pulse is intense enough to ionize matter
almost instantaneously, and couples with the freed elec-
trons which absorb energy and momentum from the elec-
tromagnetic field. The interaction typically leads to the
generation of suprathermal electrons of high energy; such
“fast” electrons tend to escape from the target generat-
ing regions of charge separation and related electrostatic
fields in the presence of density gradients, particularly
at target boundaries (“sheath” regions), and in turn the
electrostatic fields accelerate ions and drive the expan-
sion of the plasma. Momentum absorption occurs due
to a secular ponderomotive force (corresponding to the
local flow of electromagnetic momentum) which modi-
fies the electron density and consequently the electro-
static fields, leading as well to radiation pressure action
on the plasma. Under suitable conditions, the combina-
tion of heating and radiation pressure can drive nonlinear
shock waves which also lead to ion acceleration. The ba-
sic mechanisms we briefly describe below originate from
the dominance of each of these effects, which however
may generally coexist in experiments leading to a com-
plex acceleration scenario.
In the following, we also emphasize laser and tar-
get requirements and developments needed to advance
each mechanism. In order to characterize the interac-
7tion regime, two dimensionless parameters are particu-
larly useful and important. The first one is the ratio
between the free electron density ne in the target and
the cut-off or “critical” density nc , i.e. the maximum
value of the electron density above which the laser pulse
does not propagate:
nc = nc(ωL) =
meω
2
L
4πe2
, (1)
where ωL is the laser frequency. Eq.(1) originates from
the expression of the refractive index of a collision-
less, unmagnetized plasma n(ω) =
(
1− ω2p/ω
2
)1/2
=
(1− ne/nc)
1/2 where ωp = (4πe
2ne/me)
1/2 is the plasma
frequency. Plasmas with density ne > nc (ne < nc) are
called overdense (underdense) and are opaque (transpar-
ent) to the laser light. For practical reasons it is use-
ful to write nc as a function of the laser wavelength
λL = 2πc/ωL,
nc =
πmec
2
e2λ2L
=
1.1× 1021 cm−3
(λL/1 µm)2
. (2)
This expression makes clear that for optical or near-
infrared lasers with λL ≃ 1 µm the cut-off density is
about one hundredth (or less) of the electron density of
solid targets.
The second parameter is the dimensionless amplitude
of the laser a0, which corresponds to the oscillation mo-
mentum in the electric field of the laser in units of mec,
i.e.
a0 =
eEL
mecωL
=
(
e2ILλ
2
L
πm2ec
5
)1/2
=
(
IL
mec3nc
)1/2
, (3)
where ωL = 2πc/λL, EL and IL = cE
2
L/4π are the laser
frequency, electric field amplitude, and intensity, respec-
tively. A practical formula for a0 as a function of IL and
λL is given by
a0 = 0.85
(
ILλ
2
L
1018 W cm−2µm2
)1/2
. (4)
When a0 > 1, the electron dynamics in the laser field is
relativistic. Most of the experiments on ion acceleration
have been performed with optical or near-infrared lasers
and in the intensity range IL = 10
18 − 1021 W cm−2,
which corresponds to a0 ≃ 0.85 − 28 for λL = 1 µm.
CO2 lasers with λL ≃ 10 µm have been also used with
typical intensities of IL = 10
16 W cm−2, yielding a mildly
relativistic interaction regime.
The transmission of a laser pulse through a plasma is
modified by relativistic effects on electron motion, which
favor pulse penetration at densities higher than nc, a phe-
nomenon known as “relativistic transparency”. Details
depend on the laser and target parameters. A simple,
although far from rigorous criterion applicable to tar-
gets much thicker than the laser wavelength λL consists
in assuming an increase of the cut-off density from nc
to ncγ with γ = (1 + a
2
0/2)
1/2, which is equivalent to
assuming an effective electron mass equal to meγ due
the oscillation energy of electrons in the laser field. No-
tice that in general the effective mass will be a func-
tion of time and position since it will depend on the
local amplitude of the electromagnetic field. This de-
pendence produces a class of nonlinear optical effects,
such as self-focusing and channeling of the laser pulse
(see e.g. Macchi (2013), chap.3). In addition, bound-
ary effects are crucial for relativistic transparency: at
the laser-plasma interface, the radiation pressure of the
laser pulse pushes the plasma electrons and produces a
local increase of the electron density, which counteracts
the relativistic effect. As a result the transition to trans-
parency has a higher threshold than would be obtained
by simply assuming ne = γnc (see e.g. Cattani et al.
(2000) and Macchi (2013), chap.3.4.1).
For a target thinner than λL, the transparency thresh-
old also depends on the target thickness ℓ. As a case
of particular importance for the following, the nonlinear
reflectivity of a thin foil taking relativistic effects into
account can be calculated in the limit of a Dirac-delta
density profile (Vshivkov et al. (1998); see also Macchi
(2013), sec. 3.4.2). The onset of relativistic transparency
is found to occur for
a0 > ζ ≡ π
neℓ
ncλL
. (5)
The generation of populations of “suprathermal” or
“fast” electrons, i.e. populations of electrons having en-
ergy higher than the average energy of the bulk elec-
trons, is of key importance. A theoretical analysis of fast
electron generation mechanisms is outside the scope of
the present paper (the reader may consult, e.g. Gibbon
(2005); Macchi (2013) for introductory tutorials), thus we
only resume the main features. Typically, fast electrons
have broad energy spectra reasonably described with an
exponential function f(Ef ) ∝ exp(−Ef/Tf), extended up
to a cut-off of a few times the “temperature” Tf (energy
units are used). The latter is often assumed to be of the
order of the so-called “ponderomotive energy” Ep, i.e. the
oscillation energy in the electric field of the laser:
Ep = mec
2
((
1 + a20/2
)1/2
− 1
)
. (6)
In current experiments on ion acceleration the range of
laser intensity roughly corresponds to a0 = 1−30, so that
Tf ≃ 0.1 − 10 MeV may be expected (note, however,
that measurements of Tf are difficult, so that there is
not a strong experimental background for the Tf = Ep
assumption).
For short laser pulses and sharp boundary targets (a
situation typical of the interaction of femtosecond, high
contrast pulses with solid targets) a simple picture of
fast electron generation which supports Eq.(6) is based
8on the so-called “vacuum heating” (VH) mechanism: the
component of the Lorentz force perpendicular to the tar-
get surface periodically pulls electrons from the plasma
into the vacuum side and then pushes them back into
the plasma with an energy of the order of Ep. In the
non-relativistic regime (a0 < 1) the VH mechanism is ef-
ficient at oblique laser incidence and for P -polarization:
a simple model of the VH absorption coefficient Af (i.e.
the fraction of laser energy which is converted into fast
electron energy via VH)) in the Af ≪ 1 limits yields
Af ≃ a0 sin
3 θ/ cos θ, where θ is the angle of incidence.
In the a0 > 1 regime, the expression for Af is modi-
fied accounting for relativistic electron energies and laser
pulse depletion (Gibbon (2005), sec.5.5.2), showing that
the dependence of Af on θ and a0 becomes weaker than
for a0 < 1. In addition, in the relativistic regime the mag-
netic part (−ev×B) of the Lorentz force plays an impor-
tant role and leads to efficient absorption and fast elec-
tron generation also for normal incidence. However, fast
electron generation can be strongly quenched for normal
incidence and circular polarization (Macchi et al., 2005)
since in such conditions there is no component of the
Lorentz force perpendicular to the target surface, sup-
pressing the VH effect.
Assuming that the absorption is mostly due to fast
electrons, a balance condition between the absorbed laser
intensity and the flux of fast electron energy through the
target may be written in order to estimate the density of
fast electrons (nf ):
AfIL ≃ nfυfTf , (7)
where υf is the fast electron velocity. In the non-
relativistic regime, υf ≃ (2Tf/me)
1/2 while υf ≃ c in the
strongly relativistic case. Commonly, empirical values of
Af (typically of the order of 10%) and the “ponderomo-
tive” estimate Tf ≃ Ep are used in Eq.(7) to evaluate
nf . The values obtained are typically equal to a frac-
tion of the cut-off density nc, e.g. nf ∼ 10
20 cm−3 for
λL ≃ 1 µm. We remark again that these numbers should
be considered only as gross estimates.
Note that both Eq.(6) and the VH absorption coeffi-
cient Af only depend on the laser intensity and not on
target parameters. Actually, absorption and fast electron
generation can be enhanced in targets which are weakly
overdense, i.e. the electron density ne is at most a few
times nc. A rough explanation is that for such densities
the laser frequency ωL gets closer to the plasma frequency
ωp and thus the plasma response becomes more “res-
onant” (see Mulser et al. (2008) and Mulser and Bauer
(2010), sec.8.3.3 for a theoretical picture of absorp-
tion based on nonlinear, anharmonic plasma resonance).
Moreover, the laser pulse may penetrate deeply into the
plasma, leading to a stronger coupling. Eventually the
low density favors the onset of relativistic transparency
which is usually correlated with strong, turbulent heat-
ing of electrons; attempts to exploit this regime for ion
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FIG. 4 The basic scheme of TNSA. The laser pulse incident
on the front side of the target generates an intense current
Jf or “fast” electrons which propagate through the target
and produce a sheath at the rear side. The induced space-
charge electric field E accelerates ions. Protons, which may
be present either as a component of the target material or in
hydrogen impurities present in a thin surface layer, are favored
by the high charge-to-mass ratio and are thus preferentially
accelerated.
acceleration are described in section III.E.
Absorption and fast electron generation in solid tar-
gets also turn out to be sensitive to sub-wavelength den-
sity gradients and structuring of the interaction surface.
Therefore, the pulse contrast (see sec.II.B) plays an im-
portant part. In particular, high contrast systems allow
the use of suitable micro- and nano-structured targets
to enhance and optimize ion acceleration, as will be dis-
cussed in sec.IV.A.
B. Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
The interpretation of the acceleration mechanism un-
derlying the early observation of protons from solid
targets (Clark et al., 2000; Maksimchuk et al., 2000;
Snavely et al., 2000) was the subject of some debate.
Ultimately, the most successful description was that
proposed by the LLNL group (Snavely et al., 2000;
Wilks et al., 2001), which was the basis of the so-called
TNSA model. It is widely recognized that TNSA was
the dominant mechanism for proton acceleration in most
experiments reported so far (see Macchi et al. (2013a),
sec.III, for a detailed overview and list of references), in-
cluding both the “long” and “short” pulse experiments
included in Fig.2 and Fig.3.
TNSA is based on the efficient generation of fast elec-
trons (Section III.A) in the relativistic regime (a0 > 1
or ILλ
2
L > 10
18 W µm2cm−2). Fast electron generation
produces very intense electrical currents into the target:
the current density may be of the order of Jf ≃ enfc ∼
1011 A cm−2 which may correspond to more than 105 A
through the focal area. If the target is relatively thin
(from a few tens of microns down to sub-micrometric
9values) the fast electrons reach the rear side of the target
(opposite to the laser-plasma interaction side, see Fig.4)
producing a sheath region. In the sheath, a space-charge
electric field is generated with a back-holding effect for
the fast electrons which implies that the electric poten-
tial drop through the sheath is ∆Φ ≃ Tf/e. The field
accelerates ions in the direction normal to the target sur-
face. In metallic targets, protons are ordinarily present
as surface impurities and are thus located near the peak
of the sheath field; such localization, combined with the
high charge-to-mass ratio, favors their acceleration with
respect to heavier ions, unless the hydrogen containing
layers are carefully removed (Hegelich et al., 2006, 2002).
A test proton crossing the sheath region will acquire an
energy E = e∆Φ ≃ Tf which provides a first rough esti-
mate of the energy gain and, assuming Tf ≃ Ep (Eq.6), of
the scaling of the proton energy with the pulse intensity.
Larger energy values may be achieved in the course
of the expansion of the sheath plasma, where ultimately
electrons and ions will reach the same drift velocity. In
order to describe the acceleration mechanism several the-
ory papers have revisited the classic problem of plasma
expansion into vacuum in order to provide estimates for
the proton energy as a function of the laser and tar-
get parameters (see e.g. (Betti et al., 2005; Huang et al.,
2013; Kiefer et al., 2013; Mora, 2003, 2005), and refer-
ences therein). Experimentally, the expanding sheath
has been visualized by using the proton imaging tech-
nique, i.e. using a probe proton beam (also generated
via TNSA) directed transversely to the plasma expan-
sion (Romagnani et al., 2005).
Establishing the scaling of the energy per nucleon En
with laser and target parameters, and in particularly with
the laser pulse energy (UL) and intensity (IL) is of fun-
damental importance to evaluate the potential of TNSA-
based schemes for applications and give directions for
further developments. Scaling laws have been inferred
both by reviewing data from different laboratories (see
e.g. Borghesi et al. (2006, 2008); Daido et al. (2012);
Kiefer et al. (2013)) and by performing parametric stud-
ies on a single laser system (see e.g. Fuchs et al. (2006);
Robson et al. (2007); Zeil et al. (2010). In both cases,
theoretical and semi-empirical models have been com-
pared to the data. Inferred power-law scalings (En ∝ U
α
L
or En ∝ I
α
L), with α ranging from 1/3 to 1 and pos-
sibly depending on the pulse duration, have been pro-
posed. As we already discussed in sec.II, the uncertainty
in establishing scaling laws might be ascribed both to the
difficulties in the control and characterization of experi-
mental conditions and to the several unknown quantities
in models (such quantities are often used as parameters
for fitting of experimental data).
C. Radiation Pressure Acceleration
The incidence of an EM wave of intensity IL on a plane
target leads to absorption of EM momentum, producing
a pressure (for normal incidence)
Prad = (1 +R− T )
IL
c
= (2R+A)
IL
c
, (8)
where R, T and A are the reflection, transmission and
absorption coefficients, respectively (energy conservation
imposes the constraint R + T = 1 − A). A maximum
pressure Prad = 2IL/c is obtained in the case of an ideal
“perfect” mirror with R = 1 and T = A = 0.
In ultraintense laser interactions with overdense plas-
mas, the radiation pressure may overcome the thermal
pressure and push as a piston the plasma steepening of
the density profile and driving the recession on the inter-
action surface (Fig.5 a). In a multi-dimensional geom-
etry, such radiation pressure action bores a hole in the
plasma, so that the velocity of the surface is commonly
known as the “hole boring” (HB) velocity uHB. Assuming
steady conditions, the balance between the flows of elec-
tromagnetic and kinetic momentum at the surface yields
uHB = (IL/ρc)
1/2 (valid for uHB ≪ c; see Robinson et al.
(2009) for a relativistic expression), where ρ is the mass
density. Moreover, the balance of mass and momentum
flows at the moving piston surface implies that there must
exist a flow of ions “reflected” from the recession front at
twice uHB, resulting in a ion population with energy per
nucleon
EHB =
mp
2
(2uHB)
2 =
2mpIL
ρc
= 2mec
2Znc
Ane
a20 , (9)
where we used ρ ≃ Ampni = (A/Z)mpne, being Z and
A the ion charge and mass numbers, respectively. Eq.(9)
holds for a totally reflecting, cold plasma. Fast elec-
tron generation will reduce the HB efficiency by both
decreasing R and producing a strong kinetic pressure
which counteracts the radiation pressure. The quenching
of fast electron generation by using circularly polarized
pulses at normal incidence (section III.A) favors the ra-
diation pressure action. The suppression of fast electrons
also leads to reducing the intensity and energy of hard X-
ray emission from the target, as experimentally observed
(Aurand et al., 2015), so that a “cleaner” source of ener-
getic ions without secondary emissions may be obtained.
The scaling of EHB with the density implies that for
values typical of solid targets (ne > 100nc) modest ener-
gies may be obtained. Higher energies may be obtained
via HB acceleration if the target density is reduced down
to values slightly exceeding the cut-off density nc (lower
density values are not suitable since the laser pulse would
be transmitted through the target without any “piston”
action). Combining such low-density targets with laser
pulses at foreseeable intensities IL > 10
22 W cm−2 may
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FIG. 5 Radiation pressure acceleration (RPA): simple illus-
tration of the hole boring (HB) regime for thick targets (frame
a) and of the light sail (LS) regime for thin targets (frame b).
allow reaching > 100 MeV energies as investigated the-
oretically (Macchi and Benedetti, 2010; Robinson, 2011;
Robinson et al., 2012).
Experimental evidence of HB acceleration has been
provided in an experiment at the Accelerator Test Fa-
cility of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) us-
ing a CO2 infrared laser (λ ≃ 10 µm), for which
nc ≃ 10
19 cm−3, and a hydrogen jet target having
ne >∼ nc. Using pulses with circular polarization and
IL ≃ 10
16 W cm−2 proton spectral peaks at energy
E ≃ 1 MeV have been observed (Palmer et al., 2011).
Recently, in a similar experiment the HB velocity has
been measured using interferometric techniques to map
in time the plasma profile (Gong et al., 2016); it is found
that the HB dynamics is affected by the peculiar tempo-
ral structure of the CO2 pulse, which is actually a train
of 3 ps “micropulses” separated by some tens of ps.
Using the long wavelength CO2 laser as a driver en-
ables the use of a flowing gas target, which may simplify
high repetition rate operation compared to a solid tar-
get since the latter needs to be mechanically replaced
or displaced in a very short time. However, in order to
reach the ion energy range suitable for medical applica-
tions, the CO2 laser intensity should be increased by two
orders of magnitude; development projects and required
technical advances are discussed by Bravy et al. (2012);
Haberberger et al. (2010); Pogorelsky et al. (2016).
Optical and near-IR lasers (λ ≃ 0.8− 1 µm) presently
produce much higher values of a0 than CO2 lasers. In
order to maximize the energy obtainable via HB acceler-
ation, a crucial step is the development of special targets
with density values slightly above nc ≃ 10
21 cm−3, i.e.
intermediate between those typical of gas jets and solid
targets. Possible approaches include very high density
gas jets (Sylla et al., 2012) and foam materials with low
average density (Zani et al., 2013). The production of a
low-density “preplasma” by a laser prepulse impinging on
solid targets before the main short pulse might also be a
suitable strategy. Signatures of HB acceleration in solid
targets have been associated with the interferometric ob-
servation of collimated plasma jets in petawatt interac-
tions with foil targets of few micron thickness (Kar et al.,
2008a, 2013).
If the target thickness ℓ ≪ uHBτp, with τp the laser
pulse duration, the HB front reaches the rear side of the
target before the end of the pulse duration; the whole
mass of the target is then accelerated (strictly speaking
the central region, as in Fig.5 b), and the acceleration
process can be iterated obtaining high velocities. This
regime can be modeled, in its simplest form, as a thin
mirror boosted by radiation pressure, i.e. a “light sail”
(LS). Laser-driven sails were first proposed as a mech-
anism for interstellar travel propulsion (Forward, 1984;
Marx, 1966), a concept recently brought back in press
headlines because of the “breakthrough starshot” project
(Merali, 2016).
The 1D model of a mirror composed by a single species
(with charge and mass numbers Z and A, respectively)
having areal mass density ρℓ and boosted by a plane wave
pulse of intensity IL and duration τp gives for the energy
per nucleon (see e.g. Macchi (2013), sec. 5.7.3)
ELS = mpc
2 F
2
2(1 + F)
,
F =
2ILτp
ρℓc2
= 2
Znc
Ane
me
mp
τpc
ℓ
a20 . (10)
Since F is inversely proportional to the areal density
neℓ, using the thinnest targets as possible is advanta-
geous in order to increase the particle energy. However,
this approach is limited by the onset of pulse transmis-
sion through the target, which reduces the radiation pres-
sure boost. Assuming the foil to be much thinner than
the laser wavelength, the threshold for pulse transmis-
sion due to relativistic transparency effects is given by
Eq.(5). Interestingly, a relation equivalent to Eq.(5) is
also obtained when the total radiation pressure is equal
to the maximum electrostatic tension that can back-hold
electrons in the foil; for higher intensities, the electrons
are pushed away from the foil, and the ions undergo a
Coulomb explosion, i.e. they are accelerated from their
own space charge field which is unscreened by electrons.
From both points of view, the condition (5) represents
a compromise between maximizing the boosting radia-
tion pressure on the foil and minimizing the foil mass,
so it may be considered as an optimal working point for
LS acceleration. It should be kept in mind, however,
that Eq.(5) is based on a simple model and plane geome-
try; in a realistic multi-dimensional geometry the expan-
sion of the target in the transverse direction may lead
to an earlier transition to transparency, limiting the en-
ergy gain. However, for high velocities of the target the
reflectivity increases dynamically due to the increase of
the laser wavelength in the frame co-moving with the foil,
and (at least for relativistic ion velocities) the transverse
expansion can reduce the areal mass on axis allowing
to increase the maximum energy (Bulanov et al., 2010;
Sgattoni et al., 2014). After these remarks, we still use
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Eq.(5) for a simple estimate of the energy gain in LS
acceleration.
Inserting the optimal condition a0 = ζ from Eq.(5) in
Eq.(10) leads to an effective scaling (for non-relativistic
ions i.e. ELS = mpV
2/2 = mpc
2F2/2, F ≪ 1)
E
(opt)
LS = 2π
2mpc
2
(
Z
A
me
mp
cτp
λ
a0
)2
= 2π2mec
2
(
me
mp
)(
Z
A
cτp
λ
a0
)2
. (11)
For currently reachable laser intensities, the optimal
thickness condition a0 = ζ requires ℓ ∼ 10
−2λ or smaller
for solid densities, that corresponds to nm-thick targets.
Such ultrathin foils can be nowadays produced using, e.g.
diamond-like carbon foil technology (Ma et al., 2011). At
the same time systems producing laser pulses with ultra-
high pulse contrast, such that no significant target ion-
ization and damage is produced before the short pulse
interaction, have been developed. Such combination of
target and laser technology enables the experimental in-
vestigation of RPA-LS, which is appealing because of
the favorable scaling with laser parameters (especially
for sub-relativistic ion energies), the expectation of mo-
noenergetic spectra (as all ions in the sail should move
coherently with the same velocity), and the remarkable
efficiency which comes with high sail velocity: in fact the
mirror model predicts a degree of conversion of laser en-
ergy into pulse energy equal to η = 2β/(1 + β) where
β is the sail velocity normalized to c, so that η ≃ 40%
(β ≃ 0.2) for 100 MeV/nucleon ions. Such energies ap-
pear to be within reach with current laser and target
technology: using a Ti:Sa laser (λ = 0.8 µm) delivering
40 fs pulses (cτp/λ = 15) at an intensity of 10
21 W cm−2
(a0 = 22), Eq.(11) gives E
(opt)
LS ≃ 150 MeV.
At this point it is worth recalling that RPA-LS ac-
celeration with ultraintense lasers was first proposed in
2004 on the basis of 3D simulations (Esirkepov et al.,
2004) showing that the acceleration of thin targets at
intensities exceeding 1023 W cm−2 was well described
by simple LS formulas. The extremely high intensity,
still beyond current experimental capabilities, was con-
sidered to be necessary in order to enforce the dominance
of RPA over other mechanisms (basically, the ions need
to become relativistic within a laser cycle). However,
later work showed that RPA is dominant at “any” in-
tensity when circularly polarized pulses at normal inci-
dence are used (Macchi et al., 2005), which allows us to
investigate LS acceleration using available laser systems
as was proposed in theory papers (Klimo et al., 2008;
Robinson et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2007). Later work
also suggested a dominance of RPA for linearly polarized
pulses at intensities of ∼ 1021 W cm−2 (Macchi, 2014;
Qiao et al., 2012). Despite these findings, it is still often
quoted that RPA requires extreme intensities.
At first, LS seems not particularly suitable for proton
acceleration: while a thin foil of solid hydrogen appears
hardly feasible, in a multispecies target one expects that
all components should ultimately move with the same
velocity and thus the same energy per nucleon. This is
based on the following argument: if light ions overcame
heavier ones, the trailing edge of the sail would screen the
laser pulse at their location, stopping the acceleration by
radiation pressure. While LS would remain in any case a
preferred option for the acceleration of multiply charged
ions, an analysis of the LS dynamics beyond the rigid
mirror model shows that, for pulses of finite duration,
only part of the target ions are accelerated as a monoen-
ergetic bunch, and in proper conditions this part may
contain only the target protons (Macchi et al., 2009); in
addition, the formation of a region of accelerating field
ahead of the target related to “leaking” transmission of
the laser pulse may also accelerate protons (Qiao et al.,
2010).
First experimental investigations of the RPA-
LS regime (Aurand et al., 2013; Dollar et al., 2012;
Henig et al., 2009; Kar et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2012;
Steinke et al., 2013) showed some promising results but
also several issues, such as non-monoenergetic spectra,
weak dependence on polarization, and non-uniformity
of the accelerated beam. Indications of the transition
to the LS regime, but also of non-optimized conditions,
have been found in using the VULCAN petawatt laser
(IL = 0.5− 3× 10
20 W cm−2, τp = 0.7− 0.9 ps and thin
metallic targets (ℓ = 0.1−0.8 µm) containing carbon and
hydrogen impurities (Kar et al., 2012). Narrow-band
spectra (with energy spread ∼ 20%) were observed
centered at energies per nucleon approaching 10 MeV,
displaying a scaling with ILτp/ρ broadly consistent with
the LS model prediction (10). The weak dependence on
polarization is probably due to the relatively long laser
pulse which lead to strong deformation of the target so
that the incidence is not strictly normal anymore.
More recently, an experiment performed on the GEM-
INI laser with a shorter pulse ( τp = 45 fs, IL =
6×1020 W cm−2) and ultrathin (ℓ = 0.01−0.1 µm) amor-
phous Carbon targets has given evidence of much higher
Carbon ion energies for circular polarization (a 25 MeV
cut-off energy to be compared with 10 MeV for linear
polarization) (Scullion et al., 2017). The analysis of the
experiment, supported by 3D simulations, suggested that
the energy gain was mostly limited by the onset of target
transparency.
D. Collisionless Shock Acceleration
Under certain conditions, high intensity laser-plasma
interactions lead to the generation of collisionless shock
waves, i.e. sharp fronts of density and electric field
which propagate in the plasma with supersonic veloc-
ity Vs = Mcs, where the Mach number M > 1 and
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FIG. 6 Collisionless shock acceleration (CSA): simple illus-
tration of the driving of a shock wave by the piston action of
the radiation pressure of the laser, and of the reflection of pro-
tons from the shock front at twice the shock velocity vs. The
φ curve is a sketch of the electric potential associated to the
electrostatic, collisionless shock (Tidman and Krall, 1971).
cs = (ZTe/Amp)
1/2 is the “speed of sound” (velocity of
ion-acoustic waves) in a plasma. The term “collisionless”
originates from the fact that, contrary to standard hydro-
dynamics, collisional and viscosity effects are not needed
for the formation of the shock front, which is sustained
by charge separation effects.
The shock waves may be generated due to the piston
action of the laser, i.e. the HB process (sec.III.C) in a
hot plasma, so that the density perturbation produced
by radiation pressure detaches from the interaction sur-
face and propagates in the plasma (Fig.6). This requires
the shock velocity to be higher than the HB velocity uhb,
which may occur if the shock wave is sustained by the
fast electron population. In such case we may replace the
bulk electron temperature Te with the fast electron tem-
perature Tf in the expression for Vs. As an alternative
mechanism, the fast electron stream might be subject to
instabilities which ultimately develop shock waves.
The electric field at the shock front may act as a poten-
tial barrier for ions in the plasma, accelerating some ions
“by reflection” up to velocities 2Vs: this is the basis for
collisionless shock acceleration (CSA). The resulting en-
ergy per nucleon ESA is (assuming a non-relativistic shock
velocity)
ESA =
mp
2
(2Vs)
2 = 2
Z
A
M2Tf . (12)
As far as the shock front propagates at constant velocity,
the reflected ions are monoenergetic.
CSA has been invoked as the mechanism leading to
the generation of highly monoenergetic proton spectra
(with up to ∼ 20 MeV peak energy) in an experiment
performed using the Neptune CO2 laser and gaseous hy-
drogen jet targets at the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) (Haberberger et al., 2012). The energy
spread of less than 1% is the narrowest one observed
in laser-plasma acceleration experiments. In this ex-
periment, the pulse train structure (a sequence of 3 ps
micropulses with peak intensity I ≃ 6 × 1016 Wcm2)
was found to be crucial to obtain the observed spec-
tra: the density profile modification and plasma heat-
ing produced by the first micropulses in the train cre-
ates conditions favorable for the shock to be driven by
the following micropulses. This suggests that a con-
trolled, reproducible pulse sequence may be used to op-
timize CSA. Simulations of this scheme at higher in-
tensities (Haberberger et al., 2012) suggested that CSA
driven by CO2 pulses in hydrogen gas jets could pro-
duce > 200 MeV protons at intensities of the order of
1018 Wcm−2, which would require a 20 times higher in-
tensity compared to the currently most advanced CO2
laser system.
So far, tailoring of the density profile for CSA optimiza-
tion has been performed using a low intensity prepulse
in experiments at BNL (Chen et al., 2015; Tresca et al.,
2015). With this approach, quasi-monoenergetic proton
spectra with peak energy ∼ 1.2 MeV have been obtained
with CO2 pulses at an intensity of 2.5× 10
16 Wcm2.
The observed number of accelerated protons in the
UCLA experiment (Haberberger et al., 2012) is very low,
about three orders of magnitude lower than produced via
HB acceleration at BNL (see sec.III.C) in similar laser
and target conditions (Palmer et al., 2011). The com-
parison between the two experiments suggests that, for
the same laser and plasma parameters, HB leads to lower
energies than CSA but also to higher numbers of accel-
erated protons, which can be advantageous for some ap-
plications such as isochoric heating and creation of warm
dense matter. In CSA, the number of accelerated protons
must be low in order to prevent excessive “loading” of the
shock wave: if too many protons are reflected from the
shock, the latter loses energy and progressively reduces
its velocity which in turn causes the reflected proton en-
ergy to shift down to lower values, broadening the proton
spectrum (Macchi et al., 2012).
The control of the density profile is also crucial for the
demonstration of CSA with optical lasers, which allow
much higher intensities but also requires higher densi-
ties. A recent parametric study based on 3D simulations
predicts that a proper combination of two laser pulses
may allow CSA to produce > 100 MeV protons using
petawatt power systems (Stockem Novo et al., 2016).
E. Relativistic Transparency and Other Mechanisms
Not all the observations of ion acceleration may be fully
explained in terms of TNSA, RPA or CSA. Depending on
the laser and target parameters, the mechanism may be
of hybrid nature combining aspects of all the three “ba-
sic” acceleration concepts. In addition, in the literature
there are many proposals of particular schemes, employ-
ing e.g. complex target configurations, and which are
typically supported by numerical simulations. Only a
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minority of such proposals have been investigated in the
laboratory so far. For the sake of brevity in this section
we restrict us to experimental observations and to the
main trends in hybrid or alternative schemes.
As discussed in sec.III.C, the onset of relativistic trans-
parency in thin targets is apparently the main factor
limiting the RPA-LS scheme. However, a different ap-
proach to ion acceleration actually exploits transparency
to reach high energies. The basic idea is that the transi-
tion from opacity to transparency is accompanied by an
efficient, although somewhat turbulent energy absorption
by the plasma electrons (see sec.III.A), which may couple
to ions also via collective plasma modes or instabilities.
This regime has been investigated in particular at the
TRIDENT laser facility at Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory (LANL) (Hegelich et al., 2011, 2013; Henig et al.,
2009; Jung et al., 2013a,b). In latest reported experi-
ments at LANL, C and Al ions were accelerated up to
18 MeV/nucleon with up to 5% conversion efficiency
and energy spread as narrow as 7% for laser pulses of
up to 80 J energy, 650 fs duration, and intensity up to
8× 1020 W cm−2 (Palaniyappan et al., 2015).
Ion acceleration using foil targets undergoing trans-
parency has been studied recently also using the PHE-
LIX laser at GSI Darmstadt (Wagner et al., 2015) and at
VULCAN (Powell et al., 2015), both laser systems hav-
ing pulse duration of several hundreds of fs like TRI-
DENT. These experiments suggest a complex accelera-
tion scenario, where different mechanisms (either TNSA-
like or RPA-like) contribute at different stages and pro-
duce typical signatures in the energy spectrum and angu-
lar distribution of the ions. In some conditions the cut-off
energies achieved in this regime may be higher than with
respect to TNSA from thicker targets at similar laser
parameters, but typically such energies are observed at
some angle with respect to the laser axis.
The transparency regime is also accessible with ultra-
short (tens of fs) pulses if ultrathin (tens of nm) targets
are used. Experiments in this regime performed with the
PULSER I laser at the Advanced Photonics Research In-
stitute (APRI) of GIST, Korea (Kim et al., 2013) and at
MBI Berlin (Braenzel et al., 2015) have identified signa-
tures of Coulomb explosion, which occurs over the trans-
parency threshold (see sec.III.C). In particular, for the
MBI experiments this regime seems favorable for efficient
acceleration of heavy (Gold) ions (Braenzel et al., 2015).
Ultrathin targets also enabled a different exploitation of
relativistic transparency in controlling proton accelera-
tion which has been recently explored in an experiment
on the GEMINI laser (Gonzalez-Izquierdo et al., 2016):
in the transparent regime the proton spatial distribution
is sensitive to the laser pulse polarization, which may be
then used to control the proton beam.
An alternative approach to generate a near-
transparent, or near-critical (ne ≃ nc) plasma for
high absorption is to use special target material such
as a foam. An experiment on VULCAN investigated
relativistic transparency and related proton acceleration
using foam targets (Willingale et al., 2009). Exper-
iments on foam-covered foils for enhanced in TNSA
have been performed on PULSER (Passoni et al., 2016;
Prencipe et al., 2016) and will be further discussed in
sec.IV.A.
A few experiments employed underdense (ne < nc)
plasmas produced from gas jets, which would be advan-
tageous for high repetition rate operations (such as gas
jets used in combination with CO2 lasers for CSA, see
sec.III.D). In this regime, an intense laser pulse may gen-
erate a charge-displacement channel with an electrostatic
field accelerating ions mostly in the direction radial with
respect to the propagation axis. However, He ions colli-
mated along the propagation direction were also observed
using VULCAN (Willingale et al., 2006) with a 40 MeV
cut-off at 6 × 1020 W cm−2 intensity and 1 ps duration,
and also using the JLITE-X laser at JAEA-KPSI at much
lower intensity (7×1017 W cm−2 intensity, with 40 fs du-
ration) with a surprising 20 MeV cut-off (Fukuda et al.,
2009). The interpretation of these experiments has stim-
ulated the proposal of a particular mechanism, named
Magnetic Vortex Acceleration (MVA) where the acceler-
ating electric field is generated by magnetic induction via
the formation of electron vortices at the plasma-vacuum
interface (Bulanov and Esirkepov, 2007).
IV. ADVANCED OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES
A. Target Engineering
Since its formulation the TNSA model has provided a
framework for optimization of ion acceleration by manip-
ulating the target properties. Manipulation of the chem-
ical composition on the rear surface has been used for
spectral manipulation. The effect is related to the ex-
pansion of a multi-species plasmas, where depending on
the relative concentration between heavy and light ions
(typically protons) peaks are formed in the spectrum of
the light species (see e.g. Tikhonchuk et al. (2005) and
sec.III.C.r of Macchi et al. (2013a)). In addition, con-
centration of hydrogen-containing molecules in thin dots
coated on the rear side was exploited in order to reduce
spectral broadening due to the transverse inhomogeneity
of the sheath field, obtaining spectral peaks with ∼ 10%
spread (Pfotenhauer et al., 2008; Schwoerer et al., 2006).
As a specular approach, removal of hydrogen impuri-
ties was used for TNSA of heavier species, e.g. Carbon
(Hegelich et al., 2002), also obtaining spectral peaks in
particular conditions (Hegelich et al., 2006). So far, how-
ever, these approaches have been limited to modest ion
energies (a few MeV per nucleon) and progress appears
to have been slow.
Engineering of the front side of the target has been
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FIG. 7 a): proton energy spectra from experiments comparing flat and structured targets. The flat target data are already
included in Fig.3 and shown here with empty symbols: filled symbols corresponds to the same experimental parameters, but
using structured targets. These latter included thin foils covered by sub-micron size spheres (Margarone et al., 2012), mass-
limited targets (Zeil et al., 2014), and foam-covered foils (Passoni et al., 2016). b): scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
of a layer of 0.94 µm; adapted with permission from Floquet et al. (2013). c): SEM image of a Carbon foam; adapted with
permission from Passoni et al. (2014).
oriented to increase the energy and conversion efficiency
of fast electrons, in order to obtain enhanced TNSA. As
already mentioned in sec.II, focusing the laser pulse into
gold microcones placed on the front surface of thin foils
yielded a ∼ 30% increase in the cut-off energy and about
one order of magnitude increase in proton number with
respect to the flat case in an experiment performed at
LANL (Fig.2).
It has also been observed that a non-planar sur-
face, with structures having a size of the order of
the laser wavelength, may allow more efficient laser
absorption and, in turn, higher proton cut-off ener-
gies (Floquet et al., 2013; Margarone et al., 2012, 2015;
Passoni et al., 2016; Prencipe et al., 2016). Clearly, the
exploitation of micro- or nano-structures requires the use
of very high contrast, femtosecond pulses, otherwise the
structuring would be washed out by the prepulse or, in
any case, well before the peak pulse intensity.
Another strategy is to use “mass-limited” targets, i.e.
using targets with a reduced volume to confine the ab-
sorbed energy and obtaining higher temperatures: for
example, enhancement of conversion efficiency and pro-
ton cut-off energy has been observed in foils with limited
(tens of microns) transverse extension (Buffechoux et al.,
2010; Zeil et al., 2014). In some cases, isolated tar-
gets with no mechanical support such as droplets have
been used (Ostermayr et al., 2016; Sokollik et al., 2009;
Ter-Avetisyan et al., 2006, 2012).
For some of the experiments mentioned in sec.II.B
with data shown in Fig.3 a), the flat target results
were compared with those obtained with engineered tar-
gets. These latter include foil targets with the irradiated
surface either covered by micro- or nano-sphere layers
(Fig.3 b) (Margarone et al., 2012, 2015) or by foam layers
(Fig.3 c) (Passoni et al., 2016), and transversely limited
foils (Zeil et al., 2014). In all these cases, the comparison
with the flat target was made at the same value of the foil
thickness. Fig.7 shows that structured targets may yield
up to a ∼ 50% enhancement of the energy cut-off and to
more than one order of magnitude increase in the spectral
density of protons at a given energy. The enhancement
effect produced by the microsphere layer is further dis-
cussed by Floquet et al. (2013). Additional observations
in the foam-covered target experiments (Passoni et al.,
2016), such as independence on pulse polarization, sug-
gest that the enhancement is due to a geometrical effect
related to the microscopic structure of the foam which
allows efficient volumetric heating.
Special targets may be also designed in order to al-
low high absorption via the excitation of resonances in
the laser-produced plasma (sec.III.A). For example, foam
targets can be produced with average density ne ≃ nc so
that the laser field would couple with bulk plasma oscil-
lations or plasmons. However, this interaction scenario
probably requires some pre-heating of the foam target
in order to smooth its inhomogeneous structure, which is
preserved in high contrast interactions (see the discussion
in the preceding paragraph). In “grating” targets with a
periodic modulation at the laser-irradiated surface, the
laser pulse can couple instead to surface plasmons at an-
gles of incidence θi such that sin θi ≃ 1 − jλ/d, where
d is the spatial period and j is an integer number. In
an experiment with the UHI laser (25 fs, 80TW) at the
SLIC facility of CEA Saclay, high contrast pulse inter-
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FIG. 8 a): “static” focusing of TNSA-produced protons by a spherical target. b): “dynamic” focusing of protons by the electric
field generated inside a laser-irradiated cylinder (Toncian et al., 2006).
action with grating targets at angles around the j = 1
resonance has shown to produce a factor of ∼ 2.5 in-
crease in the proton cut-off energy with respect to flat
targets at the same angle of incidence (Ceccotti et al.,
2013).
Nanostructured targets may also be used with accel-
eration mechanisms different from TNSA. Recently, in
order to investigate RPA-LS with extremely intense and
sharp rising fs pulses, thin foil targets covered by a few-
micron Carbon nanotube foam (CNF) on the interaction
side have been used in order to generate self-focusing
and self-steepening of the laser pulse in a plasma of den-
sity close to nc. Using such technique on the GEMINI
laser delivering 50 fs pulses at I = 2× 1020 W cm−2, en-
hanced acceleration of carbon ions (up to ∼20 MeV en-
ergy per nucleon) with RPA features has been observed
(Bin et al., 2015).
Very recently, first experiments have been performed
employing cryogenic targets. Advantages of such tech-
nology include the low electron density (down to a few
tens of nc) and the suitability for high repetition rate
since the target is flowing. In addition, use of cryogenic
hydrogen affords obtaining pure proton spectra. Prelim-
inary results have been obtained with the TITAN laser
at LLNL (Gauthier et al., 2016) and with the PALS laser
(600 ps duration) in Prague (Margarone et al., 2016).
B. Optical Control and Post-Acceleration
In principle, laser accelerated ions can be handled us-
ing conventional accelerator techniques for energy selec-
tion, transport, and focusing. However, it is of interest to
investigate handling techniques which can be integrated
in the laser and target configuration, i.e. on a very short
and compact scale similar to that over which the accelera-
tion occurs. Most of these techniques has been developed
in the TNSA framework although they might be adapted
to other laser acceleration schemes.
Already in the first experiments on proton acceleration
it was observed that the direction of protons could be
simply controlled by shaping and orientation of the rear
surface of the target, since protons are emitted in the
direction normal to such surface. It was thus apparent
that a focusing of the proton bunch could be obtained by
using a target with spherically shaped rear surface (see
Fig.8 a). This static approach has been used for the first
time by Patel et al. (2003) where proton focusing was
exploited to isochorically heat matter.
Further developments of the target shaping con-
cept have been investigated by Bartal et al. (2012);
Burza et al. (2011); Chen et al. (2012); Kar et al.
(2008b, 2011). Some of these target configurations were
designed in order to exploit the transient nature of
the TNSA field for dynamic focusing: since the field
travels along the target as a unipolar surface wave with
picosecond duration (Quinn et al., 2009; Tokita et al.,
2015), the target can be designed in a way that the fields
interacts at its peak with protons of a given energy,
yielding energy selection capability. Alternatively, a
double pulse scheme may be used as in the experiment of
Toncian et al. (2006) where a TNSA bunch was focused
by the field generated inside a hollow cylinder by a sec-
ondary pulse (Fig.8 b): by changing the synchronization
between the two pulses, a particular energy slice can be
focused and selected.
Recently, the above ideas have been further developed
in a novel device for post-acceleration with chromatic fo-
cusing and energy enhancement capability (Kar, 2016;
Kar et al., 2016). The design of the device is shown in
Fig.9 a). A metallic wire attached to the rear side of
the target is bent in order to form an helical coil coaxial
with the proton beam. After the interaction, while the
protons are accelerated in the sheath the unipolar pulse
propagates along the coil, its velocity along the longitu-
dinal direction being determined by the coil radius and
pitch. This allows the unipolar pulse to be synchronized
with protons of a given velocity. The electric field gener-
ated near the axis of the coil has both radial components
directed towards the axis, and longitudinal components
which are both parallel or anti-parallel to the axis as
shown in 9 b). Thus, a fraction of the protons may be si-
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FIG. 9 Proton beam focusing and post-acceleration using an helical coil attached to the rear side of the target (Kar et al.,
2016). a): the scheme of the device. b): sketch of the electric field distribution inside the coil, in correspondance of the
travelling signal. c): comparison of spectra with and without the coil, showing the energy increase and spectral bunching near
cut-off for protons travelling near the axis. d): the narrow spatial distribution of 8.9 MeV protons after focusing by the coil.
Adapted with permission from Kar et al. (2016).
multaneously focused and further accelerated by the elec-
tric field of the traveling SW, as it has been demonstrated
in proof-of-principle experiments (Kar et al., 2016) using
the ARCTURUS laser system at Heinrich Heine Univer-
sity in Du¨sseldorf. The main results are summarized in
Fig.9 c)-d): an increase of the cut-off energy by ∼ 2 MeV
is obtained in combination with a tight focusing of the
protons along the axis of the system.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
As already mentioned in this chapter, evaluating the
progress made in laser-driven ion acceleration requires
a critical insight. For instance let us focus for the mo-
ment on the enhancement of the cut-off energy. While
the latter has been considered the most relevant param-
eter to assess the progress in the field, its experimental
determination may be ambiguous particularly for broad
exponential-like spectra, as it depends on the detection
method and its sensitivity and on the practices for signal
discrimination from background noise. While establish-
ing reliable and agreed experimental procedures remains
a priority for the community, our analysis in sec.II has
made an attempt to perform a meaningful comparison
by taking full, calibrated spectra into account.
The most relevant result emerging from such analysis
is, in our opinion, the enhancement of the cut-off energy
achieved with “small”, short-pulse laser systems with a
scaling law which appears more promising than inferred
in previous work, as shown in Fig.3; roughly, the scal-
ing is linear in the pulse energy in the focal spot with a
∼9 MeV/J slope. Establishing whether this scaling will
be maintained for larger pulse energies, delivering such
energies in the focal spot, and providing a theoretical
support for this scaling are possible near-term research
goals.
As already mentioned, two experiments in our selection
(Kim et al., 2013; Ogura et al., 2012) have made claims
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of cut-off energies significantly higher than the values pre-
dicted from the scaling law at the same laser pulse en-
ergy. Possible explanations for these “anomalous” data
might be searched in differences in the experimental set-
up. For the experiment of Ogura et al. (2012), where
0.8 µm thick targets were used, the only apparent dif-
ference with respect to other references is a lower pulse
contrast, since plasma mirrors were not used; in princi-
ple this might favor the formation of a small preplasma
which may already affect the interaction.
The experiment of Kim et al. (2013) was performed
on the PULSER laser using ultrathin targets (in the 10-
100 nm range) and intensities up to 3.3 × 1020 W cm−2
which might lead to an acceleration regime different from
TNSA, with strong effects of both RPA (sec.III.C) and
transparency (sec.III.E). A hybrid acceleration mecha-
nism with overlapping contributions by both TNSA and
RPA was also proposed on the basis of a more recent ex-
periment with the ATLAS laser system at MPI Garching
(IL = 8 × 10
19 W cm−2, τL = 30 fs), also using ultra-
thin targets (5 − 20 nm). measured the proton cut-off
energy Eco as a function of the absorption coefficent A,
obtaining a scaling Eco ∝ A in agreement with models
predicting a linear scaling of Eco with the absorbed laser
energy (Schreiber et al., 2006; Zeil et al., 2010). The ex-
tremely thin targets used (5−20 nm) favored a contribu-
tion of RPA (section III.C) to the proton energy, so that
the acceleration mechanism may be considered of hybrid
nature.
Hybrid regimes of accelerations (sec.III.E) are possi-
bly promising for proton acceleration but still require
thorough investigations before more difficult applications
can be tackled on their basis. Similarly, mechanisms
such as CSA (sec.III.D) or magnetic vortex acceleration
(sec.III.E) are still in a very early stage of investigation
and more experiments are needed both to confirm pre-
liminary findings and to confirm theoretical predictions.
Recently, a proton energy cut-off of 93 MeV has
been reported from another campaign on PULSER
(Kim et al., 2016) using the thinnest targets (10 nm) em-
ployed by Kim et al. (2013). At the highest intensity
(7×1020 W cm−2) only, the cut-off energy was larger for
circular polarization than for linear polarization, so that
efficient RPA-LS acceleration (sec.III.C) was claimed al-
though the proton spectrum was broad (with no clear
spectral peak) and anomalously modulated. The accu-
racy of determining the maximum energy (strongly at
variance with experiments performed for similar param-
eters in different laboratories) was at the limit of the
detector (Thomson parabola) range with possible issues
of low resolution, noise floor and trace discrimination.
For these reasons further support by additional exper-
iments will be required. An expansion of the data on
RPA-LS is expected with growing number of PetaWatt-
laser systems starting their operation, since the RPA-LS
mechanism remains very attractive because of its scaling
properties; the control and understanding of the onset of
transparency and the target stability are expected chal-
lenges on the route to RPA optimization.
Enhancement of the energy per nucleon is by no means
the only required development to make laser-driven ion
acceleration suitable for applications. For instance, while
at least for “large” laser drivers (Fig.2) the cut-off energy
now falls in the therapeutic window for ion beam therapy
in oncology4, laser-driven acceleration remains quite far
from the other stringent requirements (Linz and Alonso,
2007, 2016). At present it appears not possible to predict
either when such requirements will be reached or if such
developments in laser-driven schemes will be faster than
those in approaches based on conventional accelerators,
which are becoming more compact and cheaper. Proba-
bly, the key issue will be whether the unique properties
of laser-accelerated ions may be advantageously exploited
for therapeutic benefits. For example, the avalaibility of
extremely high dose rate could enable the first investiga-
tion of “collective” regimes in the biological response to
irradiation (Fourkal et al., 2011), and fast optical control
of the short-duration ion bunches might be useful for the
irradiation of moving organs (Hofmann et al., 2012).
While medical applications remain a long-term chal-
lenge, laser-accelerated protons have already had a ma-
jor impact as a diagnostic of laser-plasma interactions,
providing data which are also of broad interest for non-
linear science and astrophysically relevant phenomena.
An increasing use of laser-accelerated protons and ions
in production of warm dense matter and time-resolved
studies of material damage is also likely (see chapter 9
by Dromey and chapter 16 by Nordlund). These appli-
cations exploit the short duration of the ion bunch and
its natural synchronization with laser pulses, which open
the way to pump-probe experiments.
We expect that such perspectives will stimulate fur-
ther developments in laser-driven ion acceleration. Such
developments may be supported both by the expected in-
crease in available laser intensities and by progress in tar-
get engineering, including micro- and nano-structuring
and the use of special materials. With the support of the-
ory and massively parallel numerical simulation, hope-
fully such advances will allow us to reach significant mile-
stones in the next decade.
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